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Abstract
This dissertation investigates direct democratic institutions in representative democratic systems. The work is part of the project ”Direct Democracy in Political Discourse: The German
States in a Comparative Perspective.”, which is led by Prof. Florian Grotz and Prof. Gary S. Schaal (both Helmut-Schmidt-University Hamburg). The overarching research question shall
be answered in four parts, all of which shall take the format of individual papers. All papers combined shall provide evidence to answer the question: How do parliaments and parties
on the German state level behave in the policy field of direct democracy? For the research interest of this dissertation the analysis of approximately 20 years of parliamentary protocols
for 16 German state parliaments is essential. Therefore, the proposed work builds on quantitative text analysis methods as the foundation of the methodological portfolio. The use of
computational methods is the only feasible way to analyze a corpus of this size within a dissertation. The corpus in question consists of the parliamentary protocols of all German state
parliaments for the years 1990 until 2019. It will be analyzed using basic methods such as word frequencies, cooccurrences and dictionary based text selection (among others) with the R
package PolMineR (Blaette 2016). Other methods such as Word2Vec or Word Mover’s Distance will be implemented in python. However, the validity and quality of the employed methods
can only be ensured with a mindful approach towards the use of computational methods for analysis of large data sets (Schnapp and Blätte 2018).Therefore, to contextualize and verify the
results of the computational methods, a blended reading approach will be implemented (Stulpe and Lemke 2016).

Dictionary
The proposed research design requires
a valid dictionary of terms which are
used in the context of debates about direct democracy in German parliaments.
For the construction of the dictionary we
chose an iterative approach. First, experts created a list of terms in specific
categories. Second, the 10 most similar
word vectors to each of the terms were
calculated. Third, the resulting lists were
cross checked for new or irrelevant terms.

Expert dictionary

Most similar word vectors

direktdemokratisch

plebiszit - 0.72

partizipation

veto - 0.63

referendum

wahlergebnis - 0.62

volksabstimmung

mandat - 0.61

volksantrag

volksentscheid - 0.60

volksbefragung

volksabstimmung - 0.59

...

...

Party Differences

Document Distances

Party differences are especially important for part three of this work. Using frequency- and cooccurrence analysis
we will measure the activity of parties in
the policy field of direct democracy and
identify relevant debates. The figure on
the right shows the relative frequencies
(appearances per 100.000 tokens) of direct democracy dictionary words in the
state parliament of Thuringa between
1990 and 2019 for selected parties.

For the spatial analysis of party positions
in the policy field of direct democracy,
distances between speeches (documents)
in relevant plenary debates will be calculated. The document distances are computed using Word Mover’s Distance. The
distances are a measure of dissimilarity
in word usage. The main assumption for
this analysis is that a difference in language use indicates ideological difference.
The figure on the right is a network visualization of the document distances in
a debate on a direct democratic citizens
initiative in the Hamburg state parliament (Bürgerschaft der Freien und Hansestadt Hamburg 2008)

Visualization (PCA) of Word2Vec
(Mikolov et al. 2013) vectors, trained
on Bundestag protocols (Blaette 2019).
Tokens belong to the 100 closest tokens
to the key token ”volksentscheid”.

Analytic steps
First, the necessary methods for analysis need to be investigated in a methodological innovation paper which compares the quantitative text
analysis methods Word2Vec (Mikolov et al. 2013) and Word Mover’s Distance (Kusner et al. 2015) with the text scaling method Wordfish
(Slapin and Proksch 2008) and tests them on a sample case using GermaParl data (Blaette 2019) in an effort to cross verify them for the use
on parliamentary protocols. This shall provide a broader methodological toolkit for further analysis. Second, the nature of debates about
direct democracy in all German state parliaments will be considered. This part of the work will investigate the frequency and intensity of
debate about direct democracy in the parliaments and shall serve as a basis for further analysis of the identified debates. The third part
shall investigate how the positions of parties in the German state parliaments towards direct democratic institutions have developed over
time. The main interest of this paper will be to find out, whether there is a common trend across the parliaments and whether variables
for position change can be identified. Part four is focused on the nature of direct democracy as a policy field in German state parliaments.
The work will analyze the content of debates on direct democracy in the different parliaments. This will be done to evaluate whether the
debates are predominantly coordinative debates or communicative debates. In the context of discursive institutionalist theory it is expected
that parliamentary debates should be predominantly coordinative in nature (Schmidt 2008). The work will therefore measure the nature of
debates to evaluate whether direct democracy is indeed a regular policy field with a greater share of coordination discourses, or not. This
will provide a comprehensive empirical and theoretical understanding of how parties and parliaments behave in the policy field of direct
democracy.

Absolute frequencies of dictionary terms
in two selected state parliaments.
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